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ABOUT

• Mr. Johnson is British born with Caribbean parents 

from Jamaica and Cuba. He has a strong cultural 

connection to the music ,Heritage and culture of  

both Africa and the Caribbean. His Passion to share 

the music and infuse the culture goes beyond just 

business. He has over 30 years' experience working 

within the entertainment business and has built a 

trusted reputation for himself.



Afro European, Afro 

American, Afro Caribbean and 

Native Africans are learning 

their roots and culture through 

music and entertainment in 

today's society . As a result Mr

Johnson has been immensely 

inspired to utilize the reggae 

and Caribbean vibes and 

bring them into the continent 

starting with Tanzania.



• I have recently learned that 

Tanzania was a location where 

my four fathers and mothers 

were taken as slaves 

from Bagamoya. The spiritual 

connection for Tanzania lays 

beyond my physical abilities and 

knowledge. therefore , it is my 

duty to start a musical journey 

that will lead and inspire other 

diaspora to return to our heritage 

and cultural ways of  our people.



Entertaining is 
embedded in us as a 
people. Therefor I am 
focused on the 
entertainment aspect 
of our groups plans to 
expand into Tanzania.



We would like to liaise with the people of  Tanzania and create an 

atmosphere of  inclusion , learning and sharing. Our mission is to create 

musical events and activities with the power to create opportunities for 

the native Tanzanian youth ,educate ,train, inspire and open up Tanzania 

to a wider audience. Our mission is to not only connect Tanzania to the 

Caribbean but to the wider diaspora. Our plan is to use music to facilitate 

us in teaching the diaspora about their history and the importance of  

their heritage. We would like to build a relationship with the continental 

natives and diaspora's moving forward. Caribbean decedents are always 

willing, anxious and willing to learn from native Africans as well as being 

willing to teach about our culture and how we view things.

Our Mission



Our Vision

Our vision is to create a learning channel, 

a tool and pathway to use music to 

integrate our differences in history, culture 

and heritage. Historically reggae music 

from Jamaica has long been a connected 

factor that connects black people far and 

wide. Jamaican and African artist now 

work hand in hand uplifting the culture as 

a whole. We would like to further carry the 

torch of  collaborating the two cultures and 

further the nurturing of  this beautiful 

relationship. By connecting our talents 

and infusing what we know as modern

Africa into our past Africa , we can 

create a future Africa beyond

anybody's expectations.



Thank You


